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Ili'l'RODUCTION
The subject or the utilization of mine models ror

~

struction and display at institutions of'rering courses in
~ning eng~eering

literature.

has not been widely discussed in the

The value of' models as visua1 aids in teaching

has long been recognized, snd they have been extensively
employed by same 1nsti tutions and by sane instructors.

How-

ever, the writer believes that a wider range or types of
models are suitable for instruction purposes than have bean
employed in the past, and that mining models, properly
~ranged

and adequately labelled, may be used 1n displays to

give both the layman and the beginning student a clear idea
of

min~g

practices and methods.

This discussion will consider the various types of
models and methods ror their construction Which have been
described in the literature.

Sources fran which models ma7

be acquired, principally those sources which would be of use
to a university

m~ing

department, and the uses tor

models also will be considered.

m~e

Particular stress will be

placed on the utilization or mine models for instruction
and displa7.

It is believed that a consideration of thia

problem 1d. 11 indicate not only new areas ror model construction, but will. lead also to ful.ler utilization of existing
models 1n displays and indicate wider fields tor the use of
mine models in instruction.
~ng

the course

or

the discussion, the restricted

-1-

Figure 1. Model and equipment display. A view
o£ the display roam at the Missouri Schoo1 o£
Mines £ram the northeast.

-3-

term, model of a mine, Will. be reserved for a model of a
specific mining operation such as those which are employed
as working mode1s at operating properties; the more general
terms, mine model and mining model. will. be empl.oyed to include a11 types of operating and non-operating model.s of
mines, mining p.ract1ces and methods. md mining equipment.
The photographs used as il.lustrationa throughout this

paper were taken of models from the displ.ay coll.ection o:r
the Missouri School. of Mines and Metal1urgy, Rol.la, Missouri.

Figure 2.

play.

Mode1 and equipment dis-

A view of the display roam at

the Missouri School of Mines from the
northwest.

-sREVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A . review of the literature on mining model.s reveal.s

that the majority o£ the re£erences are concerned principally with descriptions and construction details of working
models used in connection with

operat~g

properties.

The earliest articles published are rel.ated to the
construction of topographical and geological model.s which
found considerable favor at the close of the last century
for instruction and display purposes.

A rather complete

review or model.s of this type and methods for their construction is presented in en articl.e by Harden and Harden(1).
(1) Harden, J. H., and Harden, E. B., The construction of
maps 1n rel.ief': Am. Inst. Min. Eng. Trans., vol.. 16,

PP• 279-301,

1eaa. _

Such models were widely employed for showing large areas in
panorama, but have since been generally discarded because of
the expense and bulkiness of the models and the !'act that
the information may be as adequately presented with maps,
sections, and aerial photographs.
Another group of articles describes eXhibits of mining
models at expositions, fairs, and museums, and models built
for specific uses.

Notable among these were the coal

~n~g

model.s buil.t for the Louisiana _Purchase Exposition hel.d in
st. Louis

~

1904, and described in a series of articles

pub1ished Ln Mines and Minerals for that year.

-6-

The artic1es devoted to the description and construction of models of mines are numerous.
papers have been

published~

various types of mode1s.

Severa1 excel1ent

in additi-on, summarizing the

Earliest of these is an article

by Armstrong< 2 ) which describes many of the mode1s con-

(2) Ar.mstrong, F. w., Mode1s of mines and orebodies: Inst.
Min. Metallurgy Trans.~ vo1. 41~ PP• 106-131~ 1~32.
structed for British mining companies, princ1pa11y solid
and sheet-type

models~

More recently, artic1es appearing in

the Canadian Mining Journal by Ei1ertsen(3) and Wol~e(4}

(3) Eilertsen, N. A., Maps to models:
vol. 58, PP• 773-782, 1937.
( 4) Wo1re, S. E., Mine models:
PP• 383-391, 1945.

Canadian Min. Jour.,

Canadian Min.

Jour.~

vo1. 66,

have presented the most comprehensive reviews to date of
models of mines, particularly those of the Canadian mining
canpanies.
A rather specialized app1icat1on of models, that or
court exhibits in lawsuits, is discusaed by Harrison and

~ulch(5) in their paper concerning models used 1n litigation,
(5) Harrison, T. s., and Zulch, H. c.~ Court maps and
models: Mines and Minerals, vol. 29, PP• 49-54, 1908.
arouna the turn of the

century~

involving

apexes~

prior

rights, and faulted and united veins.
Related more to the educational aspects of

~ning

models are art1c1es by Crane(6,7) and Stoek(S) describing

(6) Crane, w. R., Concrete mine models:
vol. 27, PP• 300-302, 1907.

M~es and Minerals,

(7) Crane, W. R., M~ing methods illustrated in miniature:
Eng. and M~. Jour •• vol. 103, PP• 563-566, 1917.

(8) Stoek, H. H., Mine modelsl Am. Inst.
25-3~,

Trans., vol. 58, PP•
the construction

or

M~.

Met. Eng.

1918.

models and their application to instruc-

tion 1n mining schools.

Within the past year, a book has

been published on physical geography and geology, written by
Stamp(9) and illustrated a1most exclusively with color
(9) Stamp, L. D., The earth's crust, 1st ed., New York,
Crown Publishers, 1951, 120 P•
plates and black and white photographs

o~

a series o£ models

which were constructed for instruction 1n geography and
geology at the University

or

London.

In addition to these re£erencea, many
texts on

~ne

o~

the standard

surveying and mining geologr, and Peele's

Handbook for mining engineers contain sections br1e£ly describing types and construction of mine models as well as
their application as working models.
No material was found

concer.n~g

the range of types of

models which might be applied to problems of
and

s~ilarly

plays

~r

~struction,

no material whatever was round concerning dis-

models at

~stitutions

teacbLng mining engineering.

-aMODELS OF MINES
Models of mines, or models of individual mining operations, are the most widely discussed 1n the literature because

or

mines.

their application as

wor~g

models at operating

Users of models in connection with operating mines

contend that, by giving a

three-d~ens1anal

readily interpreted, the model reveals
shoots,

ve~

picture which is

relations~ps

of ore

features, and other geological structures.

This picture leads to a better understanding of ore localization, and the model can be used to control and guide development work.
Work~g

models of operating mines are designed and con-

structed to supply at once 1n three
~for.matian

d~ensions

all of the

which would be obtained by correct inspection

and correlation of mine maps and sections.

'!'he working mod-

e1 is revised and extended frcm time to time as the mine

maps are brought up to date from surveys at the actual
working places.
The value of the three-dimensional model picture 1a
summarized by Wolfe (10) aa tollowa:
(10) Wolfe, E.E•

ill••

"It takes onl,- a mo-

P• 385.

ment to realize that a normal development drift costa fram
fifteen to twenty dollars a foot (1945), and if ane bundred
feet of unnecessary development

head~g

were saved per year,

the cost of most models would be more than paid for

man~

-9-

t1m.es over."
The type of model selected to show an

~dividual

occur-

rence will depend upon the type of deposit and the mining
method employed, as well as what is desired to be shown by
the model..
SHEET OR PLATE MODELS

Sheet or plate models consist of

draw~gs

or maps re-

produced on clear glass, celluloid, transparent plastic, or
cut out of non-transparent material, and mounted so as to be
parallel and proportionately spaced.

Each of the

paralle~

sheets is used to represent a level or section in the mine,
and the level map or section is traced, or enlarged or reduced to a suitable scale and reproduced, on the sheet with
m~e

workings and geologic features shown with appropriate

colors and sy.mbola.

In addition, coordLnate and propert7

lines are drawn, often on the top or botton sheet or 1n some
cases on every sheet, and surface contours are indicated on
the upper sheets.
The sheets are mounted in a suitable frame, constructed
of wood or metal, at appropriate elevations or in appropriate
horizontal location.

The entire model is usually lighted by

a series of electric bulbs or, preferably, fluorescent tubes
which are placed behind an opalescent screen, of ground glass
or tracing cloth, which serves to diffuse the light evenly
through the model.

The frame which supports the model is

ordinarily enclosed in a dust-proof container of same type

-lowhich often takes the for.m of glass sides and a top built
directly

~to

the frame.

The frame for the model must be

o~

rigid construction•

as when many heavy glass sheets must be supported considerable weight is placed on the frame.

For

t~s

reason, steel

has been suggested as an appropriate material for the frame,
and construction of such a frame is described by Koss< 11

(11) Moss,
el:

>.

c. o., How to build a steel frame for a m~e modEng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 122, PP• 54-56 1 1926.

Care should be exercised

~

the construction of the model

frame for it must be absolutely true so the various sheets
will not

b~d

When removed from, or replaced

~~

the model.

For small models the strength and rigidity of the frame is
not as critical as with larger models.
Glass is the material
or section, sheets.

c~only

employed for the level,

It is chosen for its high transparency,

stifr.Dess, and ready availability.

Chief drawbacks to the

use of glass are its weight, the fact that it chips and
breaks easily, the difficulty experienced

~

cutting glass,

and the difficulty 1n applying ink or other color to the
glass 1n per.manent, unifonn lines.

The size of glass sheeta

which are usable is another critical factor, glass of double
strength, supported at two opposite edges only, being safely
used only in sizes up to 42 inches square.
models it may be practicable to

emp~o7

For verT large

two sheets of g1asa

supported in the center of the model, or to construct

separate models of various portions of the mine.

W~dow

glass, double strength or picture glass, or plate glass
(where the additional expense is justified) commonly are employed, the plate glass being preferred because of its unifor.a surface and the flatness

o~

the sheets.

Drawbacks to

the use of plate glass are its weight, and the fact that it
is not transparent when large numbers of sheets are superimposed.
Celluloid or transparent plastic may be employed in
place of glass Ln sheet models, but the lack of stiffness in
these materials seriously
models of small size.
be preferred where size

l~its

their use, confining i t to

Celluloid or transparent plastic may

or

model permits because of their

ease of handlLng and cutting, and the fact that colors are
more readily applied to these materials than to glass.
The application of ink or

pa~t

to the sheets poses a

probla. which is widely caDmented upon 1n the literature.
A critical factor involved in the application of colors is
the

eleanl~ess

of the sheet, especially when the material

amployed is glass.

The glass must be completely free from

dirt and grease, and to attain this the glass is scrubbed,
first with a cleanser, and later with an organic reagent
such as alcohol.

It has been suggested that a rubber eraser

drawn across the area to be colored, or the application of
powdered talc or •pounce" w111 aid where drawing inks are to
be applied to glass.
Materials emp107ed for

color~g

include drawLng inks,

-12-

artist's oil colors mixed with a suitable quick drying ca.ponent. and lacquers.

Sharp differences of opinion exist as

to which material 1a superior.

011 colors seem to be most

pre£erred 1n the case of glass sheet models because of the
durabilit~

and ease of application of the oil paint when

mixed to the proper consistency.

Colors are ordinaril7 ap-

plied with a ruling pen which is used with both ink and
paints. or with a fine paLnt brush.

Considerable manual

dexterity is necessary to satisfactorily apply colors. but
evidently this ability is readily developed with practice.
The color systems used vary

~

different models.

Saae

employ the system of using a separate color for each level,
but the majority employ black for mine workings, property
and coordinate lines, and labels; with other colors and symbols uaed to represent geologic structures and rock types
~

round

the mine.

Recently, the geologists of Noranda Mines Ltd., have
..

developed a series of models constructed rram sheets of
cardboard mounted as 1n other sheet models.

The ore· bodies

are represented 1n models o£ this sort by cut-out areas in
solid cardboard, or b7 leaving the orebody as a solid area
supported by strips

represent~g

the

coord~ate l~es.

As

ore is mined and removed from the various bodies. they may
be kept up to date by cutting away additional cardboard,
~dicat~g

larger excavations 1n those models

show~g

the

m~ed

portions as openings, or indicating less ore to be

m~ed

1n those models which show the orebody as a solid

-13-

supported by coordLnate strips.

This type o£ model is par-

ticularly adaptable as a working model because

or

the facta

that cardboard is cheap and readily available, it may easil7
be cut

~to

any shape, and because it is a natural material

to take ink or color.

Several examples or this type of mod-

el are described and pictured by Eilertsen(l2).
(12) Eilertsen, £2• ~·• PP• 777-782.

Sheet models are particularly well suited to narrow,
steeply-dipping

ve~s

and vein systems, but they are not

suited to large, flat-dipping veins.

This type or model has

been widely employed for representation of narrow, steeplydipp~g

ve~s,

and because

or

its ease of construction,

econaay, and the fact that it may readily be kept up-to-date,
has been adopted as a

work~g

model in many cases.

BUmerous references have been found o.n the subject of
sheet models, however, the articles by E1lertsenC13)

1

(13) Ibid., PP• 773-782.

Ar.mstrang(l4) , and Wolfe(15) present ~e largest and moat

(14) Ar.mstrong. £2• ~·· PP• 106-131.
(15) Wo1£e,

~· ~·•

PP• 383-391.

varied descriptions and illustrations o£ this type of model.

-14-

HORIZONTAL SHEET MODELS
Horizontal sheet models are constructed usually of
glass, which is appropriately mounted and spaced, in the
horizontal plane, so that each sheet will represent a level
in the mine.

The mine map ror each level is reproduced on

the sheet, with mine workings and geologic reatures indicated
in appropriate colors.
Because of the wide acceptance

or

models

or

this type

as working models, many articles discussing their construction may be found.
ure 3.

A model of this sort is pictured

~

Fig-

Modifications of the horizontal sheet model have

been devised in individual cases.
Dame Mines,

L~ited,

The model constructed for

Ontario, Canada, and described by

Pearce(16) is housed 1n a steel rrame with each level glasa
(16) Pearce, A. J., A horizontal-type mine model: Canadian
Inst. Min. Metallurgy Trans., vol. 48, PP• 615-617,
1945.
mounted

or

~

a metal drawer on rollers so that one, or several,

the level sheets may be pulled out over the adjacent

light chamber and viewed as a unit without

~terrerence

rrom

intervening levels.
VERTICAL SHEET MODELS

The vertical sheet model is

s~1lar

in construction to

the horizontal sheet model except that section views are
reproduced on the vertical sheets.

The

s~e

materials are

-15-

Figure 3. Horizontal glass plate
model. The model is 2.5 1 x 3.3' by
3.25' high and represents, on a
scale of 1& to 30', seven levels and
the surface in a portion of the
Portland ~ne, Cripple Creek,
Colorado.

-16-

emplo7ed, and the same advantages and disadvantages cited
~or

the various materials as with the horizontal sheet mod-

els.

An especially fine example of a vertical sheet model is

that constructed ror the Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines,

L~ited, and pictured 1n the article by Wolfe(17) •
(17) Wolfe, ~· ~., P• 383.

COMPOSITE SHEET MODELS
In sane instances it is deemed desirable to include
certa~

section areas in a hor1zontal sheet model.

In cases

of this sort, section pieces, cut to the height of the distance between levels on the model, are prepared and secured
between level sheets by clips or cement, depending an the
materials employed for the model.

North(lS) discusses a

m~e models:
Am. Inst. M~. Eng.
Trans., vo1. 40, pp. 755-759, Discussion PP• 913-916•
1909.

(18) North, E. D., Glass

glass model

o~

this type, while the celluloid modela de-

scribed by Lake(l 9 ) may alao be adapted to this construe(19) Lake,

v. c.,

Eng. and

M~.

Mine models made of celluloid sheets:
Jour., vol. 99, PP• 737-738, 1915.

tion.

SOLID MODELS
Solid models may conveniently be divided into three

-17-

general groups:

(l) Those in w~eh the orebody is shown as

a void with the surrounding rock as solid; (2) those in
which the orebody and excavations are shown as a solid with
the surrounding rock cut away; and (3) models which are entirely solid, showing features by maps and sections repro•
duced on the solid blocks.

Each of these groups Will be

discussed individually.

SOLID MODELS WITH OREBODIES AND EXCAVATIONS CUT AWAY
Solid models, with orebodies and excavations cut away
and the surrounding rock shown as solid, have been constructed by a variety of methods and give the closest resemblance to a mine in miniature of any of the types of models of mines.

They may pe constructed of glass, plaster,

concrete 1 wood, metal., or any combination of these and other
materials.
The most common model of this type is constructed of
horizontal slabs o£ material of a thickness proportionate
to the distance between levels

~

the mine.

Bore-holes,

shafts, raises, winzes, drifts, cross-cuts, and stopes are
all indicated by properly dimensioned cavities 1n the material at their proper locations.
types are
cavations.

~dicated

Geologie features and rock

by color and pattern on the various ex-

The upper surface of the model is shaped to show

the topography of the ground overlying the mine • and boundary, claim, and coordinate lines are shown on all b1ock

-18-

faces.

T.he model may

~rther

be divided into small rectan-

gular blocks, as with the Alaska-Treadwell model pictured b7
AnnstrongC 2 0) • or divided along veins and faults which
(20) Ar.mstrong, ~· ~·• P• 112.
transect the entire area embraced by the model.

This allows

access to all parts of the model for study, or revision if
it serves as a work±ng model.
Solid glass models have been constructed in a manner
s~1lar

to wooden models composed of superposed horizontal

slabs.

Openings are cut in the glass at appropriate loca-

tions and the

~er

surfaces of the openings are painted.

T.he glass plates are then cemented with Canada balsam.

This

type of model is extremely expensive and cannot be altered
or extended readily so its use is confined to court and display purposes.
Solid models also may be constructed of a wire framework covered with plaster or asbestos furnace covering.
Models of this type are used primarily for court and display purposes.

A premier example of such a model, built tor

display, is the Copper
el constructed

~

~een

mine of Bisbee, Arizona, a mod-

the years preceeding 1914 for the Museum

ot Natural History in New York City.
The solid model may be constructed to illustrate a
~e

or vein of any type, but solid models are costl7 and

difficult or ~possible to alter or extend, ao their prtma~

-19-

use is as court and display models.

SOLID MODELS WIT.H OREBODIES AND EXCAVATIONS SHOWN AS SOLID
Solid models with orebodies and excavations shown as
solid with the

rock cut away, or skeleton models

surround~g

as they are o:ften known, are, next to sheet models, the
most camnon type of working mine model.

These skeleton mod-

els may be constructed from a variety o:f materials

includ~g

metal, wood, wire, plaster, wax, and celluloid.
The orebodies and excavations are outlined from a study
o:f plan maps and sections, and modeled 1n the selected mate-

The various sections o:f the model are then arranged

rial.

in their proper orientation, and supported by a :framework of
wooden strips, metal rods, or wires.

Examples o:f skeleton

models constructed o:f wood and wire are shown in Figures 4,

5 1 and

s.

The most common type o:f skeleton model is that 1n which
the mine excavations (other than stopes) are of strong,
tough wood such as map.J .e.
siderable

carv~g.

Because

or

the necessity o:f con-

stopes are best made of pine or balsa

wood, which is more easily worked than the tough maple.
The various parts are roughly cut to shape with a. jig-aaw,
and further carved w1 th a chisel or lmif'e.
parts are then assembled

~

brads, wooden pins, or glue.

The finished

their proper orientation with
file compl.eted model is sup-

ported by a l.ight truss, or rramework, of wood or metal
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Figure 4. Skeleton mode1. A skeleton model•
constructed of wood and wlre, of the Gold Bar
mine. Constellation, Arizona.

Figure s. Skeleton model. A skeleton model, constructed of wood and wire, or vein and
fault structure ~ a copper mine at Butte,
Montana.
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Figure 6. Detailed view of skeleton model.
An enlarged view of a portion of the model
shown in Figure 5, which shows the stopes and
workings represented by carved wood blocks,
and the supporting wire £rameworko
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which holds the various parts in their correct space relationships.
Variations of the supporting framework are many, an
ellipt1ca1 metal frame constructed for each level, with
piano wire strung along coordinate lines to support wooden
models of stopes and working places, is outlined by
Hopkins(2l) , while Pentland(22) describes a metal truss
(21) Hopkins, c. v., United Verde mine model:
Minerals, vol. 30, PP• 501-502, 1910.

Mines and

(22) Pentland, A. G., Model of the Sullivan mine:

Canadian
Inst. Min. Metallurgy Trans., vol. 47, pp. 244-248,
1944.

constructed for support of an extensive model of the Sullivan
mine.

Shafts are often used for a part of the supporting

framework; and shafts and wires form the support tor the models pictured 1n Figures 4, 5, and 6.

An extensive skeleton model constructed from numerous
cross-sections along the vein, combined and finished with

a cloth covering, was constructed to show the Broken Hill
silver lode 1n New South Wales, and is described by
Tr1ckettC23) •
(23) Trickett, Oliver, The construction of mine models:
Australasian Inst. Min. Metallurgy Proc., New Series,
No. 6, PP• 1-5, 1912.
Other construction techniques include glass plates or
metal sheets employed to represent fault or vein structures
transecting the entire model, and wires of various sizes
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employed to represent shafts and working places.
mines. where a skeleton model

or

the entire mine

In large
wou~d

be

too fragile. a system o£ unit blocks or cubes. each of which
is a skeleton model o£ a unit volume of a particular part of
the mine, is employed.

The length o£ the edge o£ a unit

cube usually represents a small simple multiple of 100 feet.
The entire model is assembled from the

~d1v1dual

cubes.

each placed in its respective position and securely anchored
there with clips.

Marks(2 4 ) describes a model of this type

(24) Marks. E. o •• A mining

mode~:

Inst. Min. Metallurgy

Trans., vol. 23, PP• 394-399, 1914.
constructed for the Charters Towers mine, Queensland, Australiao
Skeleton models may be adapted to show any type of
occurrence. but are best suited to vein-type deposits.
are difficult to revise and alter.

They

The suggestion has been

made that plastic wood be employed for alterations of wooden
skeleton models, however this practice is slow and not suitable for large scale revisions.

For these reasons the skele-

ton model is not as well suited £or a working mine model as
the sheet model.

The skeleton

mode~

is the most easily understood by the

non-technical person, therefore it is one of the most widely
employed for court models, and for mode1s intended for display purposes; and consequently wou1d be most adaptable to

problems o~ elementary instruction.

The various excavations
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and geologic structures represented are present 1n their
o~

correct orientation in space, and relationships
ous

~eatures

the vari-

are easily grasped.

MODELS WHICH ARE ENTIRELY SOLID
Models which are entirely solid are constructed of
horizontal or vertical sections representing slices through
the mine area.

On the surfaces of these slices.

or sections of the mine are reproduced.

leve~

maps

In addition, the

model may be composed of smaller blocks so both maps and
sections of the mine may be shown.

The upper surface of the

model is shaped to represent the topography

o~

the ground

overlying the mineo
The blocks may be constructed of solid wood, solid
plaster. as hollow wooden boxes, or as hollow plaster blocks.

A model of this type represents little more than a
series of maps and/or sections placed in their correct relationship in space. and topped by a topographic model
surface.

or

the

An examp1e of such a model. composed of vertical

sections through a

min~g

area together with two plan map

levels and a topographic model of the surface. and constructed

or

hollow wooden blocks, is shown in Figures 7,

through 10.
Solid models constructed of hollow plaster blocks are
discussed by McK1nlay(25) • while Way1ett< 2 S) describes the
(25) Mc~1ay, w. B., How to make hollow-block plaster models: Eng. and u~. Jour.-Press, vol. 120, PP• 445-451,
1925.
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Figure 7. Solid block model. View o£ the entire model with one section removed ~or
viewing, and the sur£ace block partially removed to show the level plan. The entire model is approx~ate1y 4.5• x 2.0• by 3.0 1 high.
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Figure a. Detail or solid block model. An enlarged view of the side or
one or the blocks showing the section
reproduced on the bloek. The area
shown in the photograph is approx~ately 15" x 19"•
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Figure 9. Solid b1ock model showing topographic sur£aee. The topography and buildings
are carved in the solid wood and lettered
and painted appropriately.

Figure 10. Solid block model with topographic blocks removed. The two level plans
are shown with the surface blocks removed.
Notice the pegs to hold the surface blocks
in place.

-28(26) Waylett, w. J., Chilexmine model revised: Mining and
Metallurgy, vol. 29, no. 493, pp. 19-21, 1948.

revision of the Chilex mine model or the Chuquicamata, Chile,
property of the Annaconda Copper Mining Corp., which is constructed of solid and hollow plaster blocks.
Solid models are generally difficult and costly to construct, and the material presented can be more clearly shown
with a different type of model.

Therefore, they are used

only sparingly as display and court models, and a1most never
as working mine models of underground operations.
DRILL HOLE MODELS

It is

o~ten

desirable to show drill hole data 1n three

dimensions, either

~

conjunction with a model of an op-

erating property, or in a separate model.

For this purpose

drill hole models, variously called peg or rod models, have
been devised.
In models of this type, a suitable base is constructed,
usually of wood, on which coordinate,

cla~,

and boundary

lines are drawn to scale sometimes together with the surface
geology.

In this base, holes are drilled at the appropriate

locations and rods made of wood, glass, wire, or plastic are
inserted to represent the drill holes.

The rods may be out

off at the elevation representing the surface, or simply
painted to indicate the ground elevation.
colored to indicate penetration of

The rods are also

dif~erent

grades of ore

or different types of rock, each zone being indicated by an
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appropriate color.

The various zones may be further coor-

dinated by connecting corresponding contacts in adjacent
holes with string or bamboo strips.
Wood and glass rods are suitable only for indicating
straight drill holes, and where accurate hole surveys are
available, it is necessary to employ wire or plastic to show
deviations of the drill holes from the

o~iginal

inclinations.

A model showing accurately surveyed drill holes and a method
of indicating surface topography and features on glass
mounted above screening wire is described by Bateman{27).
(27) Bateman, G. c., Diamond drill hole model:
Min. Jour., vol. 95, p. 471, 1913.

Eng. and

Drill hole models are particularly adaptable to tabular
deposits of large areal extent, such as the porphyry copper
deposits.

However, this method of indicating drill holes,

and the material encountered in the holes need not be confined to separate models, but may be used as a component in
other types of models.

A drill hole model also may be em-

ployed to guide initial development work in any type of deposit which has been extensively drilled before exploitation.

COMPOSITE MODELS
Composite, or dual-type, models have been constructed
in same instances, usually for a particular purpose.

These

models commonly take the form of horizontal glass plate models with smaller solid, or plate models placed between the
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level plates to indicate continuity of the vein or stope
areas between the levels.

However, solid or sheet type mod•

els which show drill hole data with rods or pegs must
str~ct1y

be classed also as composite models, and, pre-

sumably any of the foregoing types of models could be canbined into a composite model.

In the most familiar type of composite model, the levels
are

~dicated

by horizontal plates and the vein or stope

areas are built up between the levels as a solid wood model,
as a celluloid sheet model of the stope or vein, or by
sheets of gelatine inclined to show the continuity of the
structure between the levels.

The built up pieces are then

mounted between the levels with a suitable cement.
This type of model is excellent for indicating certain
features 1n a mine, as the entire mine map may be reproduced
on the level sheet, and the desired :features only, built up ·
in other material.

However, because of' the complexity of'

such a model, and the difficulty experienced in altering it
(as effectively two separate types

or

model must be dis-

mantled, revised, and reassembled) it is generally not suitable as a working model.
Composite models of the wood and glass type are described rully by Eilertsen(28), whereas Crawford< 29 )
(28) Eilertsen,

£2• cit., pp. 773-774.

(29) Crawford, E. E., Celluloid mine models:
Jour., vol. 56, PP• 95-98, 1935.

Canadian Min.

discusses the glass and celluloid type.
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MINING MODELS

Mining models have been constructed most cammonl7
instruction and display purposes and
with a
suits.

~ew

exper~enta1

~or

work,

having been utilized as court exhibits 1n law-

Their construction is ordinarily complex and expen-

sive, and considerable ability is necessary to produce a
satis~actory
de£~itely

model.

For these reasons their use has been

restricted.

MLning models may be constructed as
operat~g

rials.

operat~g

or non-

models, and may be built £ram a variety o£ mate-

The choice of materials, and operating or non-

operating character o£ the model, will be determined by what
is to be shown by the model, the method
adopted, and the amount

o~

o~

construction

handling and type o£ treatment

the model is likely to receive.

A display model which is

designed to be viewed withLn a glass case need not be as
rigidly constructed as a model which will be subjected to
severe and frequent handling.

Also unlike working mine mod-

els, which must be adaptable to £requent revision and enlargement, mining models may be constructed as complete
units for

pe~anent

display.

The following discussion will be concerned
with very broad aspects o£ the various types

o~

pr~ari1y

models.

more detailed consideration would require descriptions

A
o~

individual models and the methods employed in their construction.

MINE TIMBERING MODELS

Mine

t~bering

showing square-set

models are most useful when employed for
t~bering,

but also may be used to show

the application of stulls, drift and tunnel sets, cribs,
shaft and station

t~bering,

methods utilizing

m~e

trating same of these

and the many other supporting

timbers.
t~bering

Examples of models illusapplications are shown in

Figures 11 through 16.
Because of the close association of mine

t~bering

and

mining and development methods, these operations often may
be combined into a single model which illustrates both a
mining or development method and a timbering method.
The wood used in

t~bering

models should be well-sea-

soned, dried wood which will not shrink or crack after construction of the model.

For maximum realism the set joints

should be cut as Ln the actual timber sets, although in
large models it may be better to sacrifice realism for ease
and stability of construction by making same of the longer
members solid strips, omitting the joints.

An interesting use for models of mine tLmber sets is in
experimental work on the design of

t~ber

sets, and the

stresses developed 1n the sets under various loading conditions.

Grazier(30) and Gayer(31) used model mine t~ber

(30) Grazier, R. L., Stresses 1n mine drift t~ber sets:
Colorado School of Mines Quarterly, vol. 36, n. 3,
PP• 3-44, 1941.
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Figure 11. Station timbering model.
A model showing the timbering method
commonly employed at shaft stations in
metal mines. The model is approximately 6' x 4' by 1.5 1 deep.
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Figure 12. T~bering model. A model which
shows methods or timbering tor ~cl~ed veins.
The solid portion at the right represents the
~ootwall or the vein, while the glass cover
at the lower lert swings up over the timber~g
and represents the hanging wall or the vein.
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Figure 13. Inclined vein model. A model, built to a scale
of 1/8" to 1', showing the

mining . of' an _incl.ined, :faulted
vein.

Model o~ t~bering in so:Ct ground.
A model of' the method of' t~bering called
spiling or :Corepoling which is used to advance

Figure 14.

workings in so:Ct ground.
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Figure 15. Portion or square-set
t~ber~g model.
This model is
constructed in four sections, and
illustrates the various stages in
the mining of an inclined vein by
the square-set stoping method.
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Figure 16. Square-set t~bering
model. A close-up view of tLmbering
in the square-set stopLng model.
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(31) Gayer, R. B., Increasing the endurance of drift sets:
Colorado School or Mines Quarterly, vo1. 36, n. 3,
PP• 45-65, 1941.
sets in their
Mines.

exper~ental

10rk at the Colorado School or

Photoelastic studies also have been conducted using

model timber sets.
The si;,e and realism or a timbering model is dictated
only by the intended use for the model and the ingenuity or
the builder.

The timber sets may be constructed as a sepa-

rate model showing how the various timbers are joined and
braced, or the sets may be included in a model, such as
those shown in Figures 11, 15, and 16, which depicts how
they are employed in the mine.
T~bering

models have been employed chiefly for exhi-

bition and instruction purposes, with some utilized as court
models and in experLmental work.
MODELS OF MINING AND DEVELOPMENT METHODS

Methods of mine development, and actual mining of ore,
present a field which is one of the most amenable to model
representation.

Models of these operations have been con-

structed only for exhibition and instruction purposes, and
virtually the only sources of such models are school workshops and exhibition modelers.
Mining and development methods are among the most difficult subjects to explain to students, and for students to
visualize in three

d~ens1ons.

Models can very derinitely
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lead the student to a clearer visualization

or

these methods,

and are there£ore use£ul £or instruction purposes.
A variety o£ materials have been employed Ln the con-

struction

or

models o:f' this type.

Some o:f the materials

used include concrete and modeling clay, which are discussed
by CraneC32,33), and wood, which was used ror the construe-

(32) Crane, ~· ~·• 1907.
(33) Crane, £2• ~., 1917.
tion o:f the coal m~ing models described by Stoek< 34

>.

(34) Stoek, ~· ~., PP• 26-31.

Other materials which have been employed, include plaster,
asbestos, metal, and crushed rock or rock slabs.

A combi-

nation of materials is employed in most models o:f mining
methods, wood being used :for

t~bers,

metal for rails, and

plaster, clay, or concrete to represent the rock and earth.
Crushed rock particles, or rock slabs, may be

~bedded

in

the material which is used to represent the rock to give an

appearance which more closely resembles the actual rock in
the mine.

Several excellent models constructed from a combi-

nation of materials are pictured, but un:fortunately not described, 1n CranetaC35) work on the ~ning methods employed

w. R., Mining methods and practice in the
Michigan. copper mines, U. S. Bureau o:f Jlines Bulletin
306, Figures 26, 35, 44, 45, and 53, 1929.

(35) Crane,

in the Michigan copper mines.

These models are now 1n the
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Technology~

collection of the Michigan College or Mining and
Houghton, Michigan.

Many of the materials and techniques which are used in
the construction of scenery for model

railroads~

and which

are described in numerous articles in model railroading magazines~

may be adapted to mine

models~

particularly where a

high degree of realism is desired.
An interesting two-dimensional model using

blackboard~

cha1k~ and cut-outs was devised by Ha1ght(36) to picture

(36)

Haight~ c. M.~ A graphical system of pictur~g mining
methods: Eng. and Min. Jour. Press, vo1. 115~ PP• 803805~ 1923.

mining methods.

While this system approaches blackboard

sketching, and would not be suitable for permanent

displays~

it does present a method for graphically showing the sequenee of various mining operations.
The field of models

depict~g

mining and development

methods contains roam for much expansion.

Crane's

work~

which is inadequately described in the literature, together
with the work of several

others~

constitute the only pub-

lished material on this subject which seems to offer many
possibilities

~

application to instruction.

MODELS OF MINING EQUIPMENT AND INSTALLATIONS
Models

or

mining equipment and instal1ations often are

costly and difficult to construct.
models of this sort is

wide~

The range

or

types o£

and presumably may embrace any
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operating or non-operating mode1 of a piece of equipment or
an installation associated with mining.
Models of this type may be constructed for exhibition
or instruction, as experimental models, as toys, or for advertising purposes.

The use of models for advertising has

increased appreciably in recent years, and these, together
with those constructed for exhibition or instruction, constitute virtually the only existing models of mining equipment.
Almost any material may be employed Ln model construction that is used in the prototype for the model.
Wood, metal, plastics, and rubber are widely used in models
of this type.

Paper, for.med into beam and girder shapes,

was employed in the construction of the headframe model
which is pictured in Figures 17 and 18.

This model, which

was built by the Engineering Model Works of Butte, Montana,
is described in an article published in Mines and Minerals<37) for 1910.
(37)

, Head-frame models made o£ paper:
and Minerals, vol. 30, PP• 401-402, 1910.
Exper~ental

Mines

models of mining equipment have been

built in connection with ventilation, scraper, and roof
support studies, and other mining problemso
Other models o£ mine equipment and installations are
shown in Figures 19 and 20.

These models are constructed

o£ metal, plastics, wood, and rubber.

The coal sizing plant
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Figure 17. Model of headframe. A
paper mode1 of the New Leonard Headframe, constructed to a.scale of
1/4" to 1' by the Engineering Model
Works, Butte, Montana, about 1910.
The model stands 38" high.
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Figure 18. Detailed view or
beadrrame model. An enlarged
view o~ the mode1 shown in
Figure 17, which shows the detail possible with the paper
construction employed in this
mode1.
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pictured in Figure 19, is an

operat~g

actually sort finely divided coal into

model which wil1
~ive

different size

classifications.
Although the field of models of mining equipment and
installations is potentially a broad one, mode1s of this
type ordinarily are complex and require much work to construct.

Such models also have few applications, so their

construction is economically feasible only for special purposes.
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Figure 19. Model coal sizing plant.
An operating model o~ a coal sizing
plant. The mode~ is operated by the
small electric motor at the top of
the near end of the structure.
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SOURCES OF MODELS
Perhaps the greatest drawback to the use or mo"del.s for
any purpose, industrial or educational, is the problem of

obtaining the desired models at reasonable cost•
or the fact that models

or

In spite

any type may be obtained from

some source, the problem remains of .setting satisfactory
models at a cost which is economically feasible for a mine
or school.
Five sources o£ models will be discussed, however,
only a combination of these sources could possibly present
a satisfactory solution to the problem of building up a model collection.
STUDENTS

It has been suggested that the greatest good 1n the
devel.opment of a model comes to the person who makes it,
and, therefore students should construct mining models
thmnselves, possibly each student constructing one model.
during his undergraduate career.
that each educational

~stitution

It is further suggested
might specialize

~

one

type of model, and exchange its product with that of other
schools as is now done with ore and mineral

spec~ens.

While extremely good from a theoretical standpoint,
such a system would encounter several practical drawbacks,
and such a widespread program as that suggested hardly
seems possible.

The first drawback would be that of f1ttLng
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the model construction into sn already overcrowded student
program, and the choice or a modeling project and credit to
be allowed for the project.

Secondly, model buildLng of

any sort requires a certain amount of patience and manual
ability, whether it be the construction of a relatively
s~ple

wooden block model of a coal mining method, or en

extremely difficult skeleton

~ne

model.

Not every student

will have this patience and ability, and in all probability only a relatively small percentage will have the necessary requisites.
However, student construction of mining models should
not be completely ignored nor forgotten.

Some of the stu-

dents will have the necessary ability, developed through
model railroad or model airplane construction, and a desire
to employ this ability for school credit.

For such stu-

dents, a Special Problems course might be arranged• perhaps
eonsider~g

mining methods.

Such a course would give stu-

dents with drafting ability the opportunity to draw working
plans for models of various development and mining methods,
while other students with model-making ability would be
. afforded the opportunity or constructing models for permanent display and instruction purposes.

SCHOOL OR DEPARTMENT WORKSHOP
Probab1y the best source o£ models for an educational
institution is the school or

depar~ent

workshop.
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Craftsmen who have the ability to work with wood and meta1
can usually adapt this ability to the construction

or

mod-

els, if' adequate drawings can be supplied ror the work.

An

arrangement might be worked out whereby the Department of'
EngineerLng Drawing could supply drawings ror Mining Department models, to be constructed in the school or department
workshop, and f'inished by the instructor conceiving the
idea f'or the model.
Several of the models pictured in this paper were constructed in the workshop or the Department of' Mining Engineering at the Missouri School or Mines.

Models illus-

trating coal mining methods, and built in the shop of' the
Mining Department or the University of' Illinois, are described by Stoek(38)• and presumably the models discussed
(38) Stoek, .21?.• _ill., PP• 26-31.
by Crane(39,40) were constructed in a school workshop,

(39) Crane,

£2•

(40) Crane, ~·

ill••
ill•,

or

1907.
1917.

by students.

PROFESSIONAL MODEL BUILDERS
Thomas' Register or American Manuf'acturers, December

1950 edition, lists no fewer than 53 manuf'acturers under the
heading "scale Models".

These fir.ms specialize in, or

-soproduce as a sideline,
vate organizations.

sca~e

The use

models for industrial and prio~

models for plant layout

problems, sales, industrial training courses,

advertis~g,

and instruction 1n educational institutions has increased
greatly in the past
el~aking

~ir.ms

~ew

re~lects

years, and the large number of modthis increase.

In addition, the

model building hobbies, model railroading, shipbuilding, aircraft construction, and racing ears have enjoyed a tremendous growth 1n the past twenty years and additional professional model builders are available from these fields.
though the cost

o~

Even

pro£essionally constructed models may be

beyond the range of the mine or school budget, the skill and
experience

o~

the professional model builders are made avail-

able to the amateur through the inspection of their models,
and through articles on model building techniques published
in hobby and trade magazines.

An interesting historical note might be cited on the
Engineering Model Works of Butte, Montana, which produced a
large number of mine and geologic models in the years from

1910-1932.

0~

the models pictured 1n this paper, those in

Figures 5, 6 1 13, 17, and 18 are credited to this builder.
The headframe model, shown in Figures 17 and 18, has been
completely described in the 11terature(41), and is one
(41)

, Head-frame models made o£ paper:
Minerais, vol. 30, PP• 401-402, 1910.

or

the

Mines and

most detailed o£ the models constructed by the Butte rir.me
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Models built by this organization, which also was known as
Linforth and Milburn, still are to be round 1n educat1ana1
~st1tutions

throughout the country, if the7 have been pro-

perly cared for, and they constitute a valuable group of
educational and display models.

MANUFACTURER'S MODELS AND MODEL BUILDER'S SUPPLY HOUSES
In recent years, some manufacturers, especially of
heavy

earth~oving

equipment, have allowed their products

to be reproduced 1n metal and plastics by toy manufacturers,
or have had semi-scale models made for sales and adver•
tisLng purposes.

These miniatures may be obtained tram the

manufacturers, in same cases, and used for display purposes
or as components in large models of stripping, or earthmoving operations.

A model of this type, or a Caterpillar

bulldozer, is shown in Figure 20.
An additional source or models, and particularly of

.

parts to be used in models, are the model builder's supply
houses.

These organizations can supply small cast parts,

including figures suitable for use

~

large models; sealed

timbers and scaled wooden beam-shapes; and a large number
other model parts, at reasonable cost.

or

The advertising

section of any of the monthly hobby magazines will give the
names or several of these supply houses.
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Figure 20. Manufacturer's model. Model of a
Caterp11lar bul1dozer, constructed o£ plastic,
metal, and rubber. The blade o£ the bu1ldozer
mode~ is 5.25" wide.
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ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF MINING MODELS

An additional source

or

models which should not be over-

looked is that o£ models which are constructed, o£ten at
great expense, for local or National expositions.

Ordi-

narily these models are so large as to preclude inclusion in

a school display roam, being more suitable as museum displays, but ir smaller models can be obtained, they may prove
very usef'ul.
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- USES OF MINING MODELS

Mining models have been employed for four distinct
uses:

(1) as working models in connection with operating

properties, to supplement mine maps and to help clari:f'J" complex vein or fault structures; (2) as court exhibits in -lawsuits;

(3) as exhibits at expositions and museums; and (4) as

illustrations in teaching mining engineering, and as permanent displays at Lnstitutions offering courses in

m~ing

engineering.
These rour uses will be discussed below, with particular
emphasis being placed upon the last category, both as to
present utilization and possible ruture applications of mod~proving

els in instruction, and methods for

model displays.

WORKING MODELS

The widest application of models of mines bas been as
workLng models at actual

min~g

operations.

The model of a

mine is designed and constructed to supply all of the information which would otherwise be obtained only by the more
complex inspection and correct interpretation of plan maps
and sections.

The mine model is a

tation of the mine.

trid~ensional

represen-

To be of continuing aid to the mining

operation, it must be of such a design that it may easily
and

~expensively

be developed along with the

~ne.

The model of the mine is not intended to take the place
of plans, sections, or drawings, but the comprehensive
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picture

w~ch

means.

This

it presents is difficult to obtain by other
three-d~ensional

picture is especial1y help-

ful in explaining features of the operation to those not
familiar with ito

It is not enough for the engineers and

geologists, who are trained to visualize in three dimensions,
to have a relatively clear conception of conditions, they
must be able to

~part

a similar picture to other persons in

authority and to do so in an easy and understandable manner.
To accomplish this result, models often are used at operating
mines as supp1ements to plans, sections, and drawings.
Human beings are not endowed with the ability to see
into the earth, however

~

mining work it is necessary to

visualize geological structure and mine workLngs below the
surface.

In the early stages of a mining operation, infor-

mation on geologic structure is, of necessity, very sket.chy•
but as more data are accumulated the clarity of the geologie
picture steadily improves.

In these first days o£ the oper-

ation a clear conception of existing conditions is most desirable, and every aid which may be used to clarify the picture

sho~d

be employed.

A model showing drill hole data

plotted in some convenient for.m is often of particular value
at this stage of mine developmento
When the mine has been more fully opened by underground
workings, and a more complete picture is possible, one o£ the
other types o£ models may be employed.
type

or

The choice o£ the

model to be built will depend upon the conditions of
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the individual operation.

When it is proposed to construct

a model of a mine, a special study should be made to decide
what features are to be emphasized in the model.

Any attempt

to present too much data on one model tends to obscure the
£eatures which should be shown.

~portant

The nature o£ the

features to be emphasized will determine the type of model
to be employed.

The scale adopted for the model will depend

upon the magnitude of the

~ne

to be represented, the scale

o£ the standard mine plans being most desirable, to facilitate construction, if this scale is suitable.
Attention should be given to
of construction.

The

success~l

s~plicity

and permanence

construction of a model is

governed, to a large degree, by the resoureerulness and ingenuity o£ the builder.

If skilled

woodwork~g

labor is

available, and- the skeleton model is chosen as the best
ritted to represent the conditions of the mine, this combination may produce a valuable addition to the equipment
the mine.

o~

However, the choice of model type should be in-

£luenced by the type of labor and the materials which are
available.
The ease with which the model may be revised and extended is another critical £actor in the choice of a model
type.

Major revision of a solid, or complex skeleton model

is difficult. and this factor must be kept in mind.
~e

model

or

a mine is used principally by the oper-

ator to guide new development work. to aid in tracing
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geologic structures, and to illustrate the mine.

These

uses are ably summarized by Pentland(42), in discussing the

(42) Pentland, ~·

£!!.,

P• 248.

Sullivan mine model, as follows:
"The maintenance of the model involves a considerable
expense, but the management considers that it is worth
while.

The model does not take the place of plans and sec-

tions but serves as an additional aid.

It helps the engi-

neer to speed up and check his work.
"The more

~portant

uses of the model are as follows:

"(a) Laying out New Development -The proposed work can
be shown on the model and can be studied in its proper relationship to the vein and other features.

This is

part~e

ularly true in laying out raises to be driven to the surface
for the purpose of stope filling,

s~ce

the proper location

often can be seen at a glance.
"(b) Tracing Geological Structures -Folds in the
hanging wall of the vein are important features in the
Sullivan mine because they are responsible, in part at
least, for the great variation in thickness of the deposit.
These folds can be traced on the model and a check can be
obtained to see that ore is not left in the backs of stopes.
Faults and dykes can be traced on the model.
"(c) Illustrating the Mine -The model is used to illustrate to visiting officials proposed development and work
that is in progress.

It is

help~l

in training the young

-saengineer.

He can get a comprehensive idea of the mine 1n a

much shorter time than he could by working over a number of
plans and sections."
EXHIBITS IN LAWSUITS
M~e

models

~ound

wide application, near the turn of

the Century, as exhibits in lawsuits.
mining suits

~volving

apex

rights~

phenomena, and extent of underground
had no better means

o~

It was found that 1n

peculiar geological
work~gs,

the litigants

assisting the court to a cl.ear con-

ception of existing conditions than by the use of carefully
prepared maps and models.

Further, the inability of the non-

technical judge and juryman to visual.ize conditions

~

three

dimensions made model.s superior to combinations of maps and
sections for c·ourt purposes.
The importance of models was recognized at an early
date by the mining companies, and in many cases where mil11ons of dollars were at stake, no expense was spared in the
creation of suitable model.s.

Some of the models produced

were truly remarkable exhibitions of skill. and ingenuity.
Unfortunately, many of them were destroyed at the conclusion
of the legal action for which they were constructed because
the mining companies did not wish to reveal the information
contained in the models.

However, some of these court models

have been preserved and are exhibited at various mining institutions throughout the country, perhaps more as histor1ca1 curiosities than for any practical purpose.

The

-59collection o£ such models at the Montana School of Mines,
Butte, Montana, is noteworthy.
from the

~amous

Many of these models are

Butte litigation.

The solid model 11lus-

trated in Figures 7, through 10 was constructed as a court
model for one of the Butte cases.
The skeleton model, or one in which the underground
excavations are represented as solid with the unworked
ground left open, has been found by experience to furnish
the clearest representation of underground conditions and
is, therefore, the most easily understood and appreciated
by the non-technical person.

For this reason the skeleton

model is the type which has been most widely employed as a
court exhibit.

The skeleton model is one of the most costly

and difficult to construct, and one of the more poorly suited
as a working model, so its application has been principally
for court models.

Sheet and solid models have also been

used as court exhibits, but not as extensively as skeleton
models.

Many models constructed originally as court exhibits
have been converted to working models at the conclusion of
the legal actions for which they were built.

Others have

been turned over to museums, colleges, or schools for permanent exhibit, while still others have been destroyed.
An excellent summary of the important types of models

used in certain of the important suits of the early 1900's•
principally at Aspen and Cripple Creek, Colorado, and Butte,
Montana, is presented by Harrison and Zulch( 4 3), in their
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(43) Harrison, and Zulch, ~· ~., pp. 49-54.
paper entitled "Court Maps and Models".

Other court models

are discussed by Zuleh(44), and 1n an article(45) des(44) Zulch, w. G., Stope model:
32, P• 491, 1912.
(45)

Eng. and

Mines and Minerals, vol.

, Mine models in Tonopah apex litigation:
Min. Jour., vol. 99, P• 850, 1915.

oribLng models constructed

~or

the Tonopah apex litigation.

EXHIBITS FOR EXPOSITIONS AND MUSEUMS
Mining models have

~requently

been constructed

- ~or

ex-

hibit at National and local expositions, and for permanent
museum displays.
prepared

~or

A number of excellent mine models were

expositions in the early 1900 1 s, and

of the more recent World's Fairs.

The majority

o~

~or

each

these

models were built with runds rurnished by State commissions,
mining organizations, or mining companies, so there has been
su~ficient

money available to allow some latitude as to

cost, and large and detailed models have been constructed.
Solid models with excavations cut away and the surrounding rock shown as solid, or exact miniatures

o~

mining

operations, have been preferred for exhibits or this kind.
At the close of the exposition, same of the models have
been deposited

~

National or state museums, as with the

coal mining models £ram the Louisiana Purchase Exposition o£
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1904(46) which were permanently placed in the Smithsonian
(46) ~~----~' Coal mining - at Louisiana Purchase Exposition: Mines and Minerals, vol. 25, pp. 81-84, 1904.
Institution in Washington, D.
(47)

many

c.( 4 7),

but unfortunately, too

, Model coal mine in National museum:
Colliery Engineer, vol. 34, pp. 621-622, 1914.
o~

them have been stored away and forgotten, and have

gradually deteriorated and fallen to pieces.

Such models

could have been made to serve a better purpose if they had
been presented to mining institutions £or use in instruction
and ror permanent display, where size and construction or the
models permitted.
The largest model of a mine constructed

~or

per-manent

museum display is probably the model of the Copper Queen
mine of Bisbee, Arizona, constructed £or the Museum of
Natural History in New York City, and described by Grigg(48)
(48) Grigg, J. w., A wonder£ul model of a copper mine:
Am., vol. 110, p. 288, 1914.
and others(49).
(49)

Sci.

Severa~ smaller models were built in con, The Copper Queen mine:

Jour;, vo1. 97, p. 335, 1914.

Eng. and Min.

junction with this large copper mine model, and all are
still on display at the museum.
Where museum displays, or permanent exhibits in State
cap1to1s or other public buildings, are in close proxLmity
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to mining schools, visits to these ·displays, and explanations o£ the models exhibited may prove a valuable aid
in instruction.

MINE :MODELS FOR INSTRUCTION AND DISPLAY
Mine models have been used extensive1y at some schools
as illustrations in mining engineering instruction, and
permanent displays.

~or

However, a consideration or the many

types or mining models as described in the preceeding sections, their application to problems of instruction, and
their arrangement into errective displays could lead to a
wider use of existing models, and the assemblage

o~

more

comprehensive and useful displays.

In the past, most mining model collections apparent1y
have been little more than a group of relatively unrelated
models, accumulated over a period of years, and from a variety of sources.

These collections have been placed rath-

er haphazardly in a room which, because of inadequate space
requirements for the entire department, has not contained
sufficient area for the systematic display of the models in
the collection.
The following remarks will attempt to point out

app~i

cations of mining models to teaching problems, and indicate
methods of arranging and labelling whereby a display may be
made more useful.

It is believed that this can help to con-

solidate the model display into a well-arranged, usefUl
tool for instruction.
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HISTORY
The history of the use

o~

mine models in engineering

institutions begins abroad, particularly in the Ger.man
mining schools.

The use of models did not develop exten-

sively in this country Ln the last Century because
high cost, and the scarcity

o~

o~

their

competent builders.

Stoek< 50 ), writing in 1917, caruments upon the contrast
(50) Stoek, ~· ~., p. 25.

between the German and American mining schools at that time

as

~ollows:

"A visitor to a German mining school is Lmpressed by
two

~acts:

"1.

The mining laboratories are in general

in~erior

to

those in America.

"2.

The mining museums are in£in1tely superior to ours,

particularly 1n models exhibited.

One may reply to this

comparison by saying that a museum is necessarily a work o£
t~e.

From the historical standpoint this is, o£ course,

true, but it is not necessarily true in connection with a
working museum intended to illustrate current practice.

For

instance, the oldest mining school in Germany, that at
Freiburg, has much excellent historical material, but very
little on modern practice, while
Ger.man

min~g

Berl~,

one o£ the youngest

schools, has a most extensive and valuable

collection of modern appliances and models.

This is true ~
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spite o£ the fact that one of the best-known model shops is
at Freiburg, from which many of the models to be seen

~

America have come."

In a ddition to the above mentioned models, from the
shops at Freiburg, a large number of excellent models were
produced by the Engineering Models Works of Butte, Montana,
and a d ditional models were acquired by mining schools from
the large number of court models built at the turn of the
Century.

When these commercial sources failed to produce

the models desired, or sufficient funds were not available
for their purchase, mining schools began to turn to their
own shops for the construction of models of their own design.
APPLICATION OF MODELS TO INSTRUCTION

A discussion of the use of mining models for

in~

struction should first consider if the construction of
relatively detailed models is justified by their use in the
classroom.

Commenting upon this. Crane(Sl)• who built

(51) Crane, w. R., Discussion on Stoek, H. H., Mine modelst
Am. Inst. Min. Met. Eng. Trans., vol. 58, p. 33, 1918.
numerous models for classroom work, states:
11 By

the use of more or less elaborately made models, I

can confidently say that the grade of work done in the classroam has improved in a

surpris~g

manner, which I attribute

to the ability of the student to see the mine plans and
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workings in their entirety and to the fact that all parts
are shown in relief, thus bringing out the three

d~en

sions."
Representation in three dimensions seems to be the point
most frequently cited in a discussion of the application of
models to instructiono

The ability to visualize in three

dimensions is particularly

~portant

to the mining engineer,

who so often deals with areas within the crust of the earth
which cannot be viewed separately, or in their relation to
other concealed areas.
the

beg~ing

Models can be especially helpful to

student in

develop·~g

this ability.

Used in

conjunction with maps, sections, and drawings, the model is
a

de£~ite

aid in showing relationships in three dimensions.

The increased use of visual aids, including models, for
instruction purposes in recent years bas came with a realization that these aids help speed up the learning process
by presenting

ma~erial

in the for.m which is easily under-

stood and assimilated.

The more extensive use of movies,

slides, charts, pictures, and models in engineering education is shown by the increasing numbers of such visual
aids which are exhibited each year at the Annual Meeting of
the American Society for Engineering Education.

Visual

training aids are becaming more widely accepted and used,
and this, together with the proved worth of models

~mining

engineering education, would certainly seem to justify their
use for instruction.

-ssA major drawback to the constrUction of mine models ex1~1ted

clusively ror instruction is the
highly detailed and

di~ricultly

use ror such a

assembled piece of equipment.

For example, the development workings necessary in a blockcaving system or mining may be shown to good advantage with
a model of either the skeleton type, or or the solid type
with excavations shown as voids.

But such a model, which

would require a considerable amount or time and e£rort to
construct, could be used ror illustration in only one, or at
the most, a few, lecture periods.

For this reason, and to

make construction of the models economically reasible, they
must invariably be utilized also in a permanent display.
Some models may find applications in several courses of instruction, but even this would hardly justify their construction solely for teaching purposes.
One disadvantage of using models in the classroom is the
inability of those in the rear of the room to see the details of a model which is built to a relatively small scale.
This is especially noticeable in larger classes.

In small

classes the diff'iculty may be sur.mounted by conducting the
session with the students gathered closely about the model,
where each can observe the features represented.
The problem

o~

trans~erring

any

o~

the models from dis-

play room to classroom must also be considered.
ta~ing

heavy,
~rom

Models con-

rock, concrete, plaster, or glass are relatively
an~there~ore,

roam to roam.

may be difficult to li£t and carry

An additional £actor to be considered is
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the size of the models.
classroom doorways.

Large exhibits may not pass through

The problem of transference of models,

which will satisfactorily pass through the

doorways~

has

been solved at the Michigan Institute of Mining and Technology by

plac~g

casters(52).

the models on wooden frameworks mounted on

This allows the models to be wheeled conven-

(52) Dotson, J.

c.,

personal communication, February 1952.

iently fram one room to another within the
ment.

min~g

depart-

In addition to utilizing models in the classroom,

small classes may be conducted around the larger models in
their

pe~anent

locations 1n the display roam.

This will

solve, in a different manner, the problem of transfer of
models.
Generally -speaking, any model which is constructed for
display may be utilized also for classroam instruction, but ·
several specific examples of models which would be especially helpful for instruction might be cited.
A simple skeleton model could be constructed, or a
skeleton model such as that shown in Figures 5 and 6 utilized, to show the names and relationships of the various
underground workings; shafts, crosscuts, drifts, raises,
winzes, adi.ts, tunnels, and stopes.

Each type o'£ excavation

could be shown by a different color, and the model marked
with prominent, clear labels.

SLmilar skeleton type models

might be used to show the meaning and relationship

o~

strike•

and true and apparent dips, obviating the canmon classroom

-~-

use or the textbook as a makeshift model; and the various
types of faults with their components of offset along the
rault sur£ace.

\Vhile the last two models could not be con-

sidered strictly as mine models, the concepts illustrated
must certainly be fully grasped by the mining engineering
student.

Models of the types just described would not only

present a clear,

three-d~ensional

picture to the beginning

student in his first contact with these concepts, but the
model in the permanent display room would serve also as a
ready reference for the student until the concepts involved
were finnly grasped.
Another, more elaborate, model setup might be devised
for use in connection with the course in mine plant design.
Small wooden specimens of the various

sur~ace

installations

for the mine could be prepared and used to show the proper
location or the structures on a topographic map or model in
relation to the mine shaft, or other mine opening, and the
topograp~y.

Models of mines (Figures 3 through 10) which the school
may have acquired from operating companies, or which were
fonmerly court models, may also be used profitably for instruction.

A glass plate model like that shown 1n Figure 3

shows the relationships of the various level plans throughout
the mine far better than a composite level map, or a series
or conventional maps and sections.

Similarly, the skeleton

model may be used, as outlined above, and to show the relationships

o~

various geologic structures in three dimensions.
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w~ch

The subject

is perhaps most usefully protrayed

by means of models is that of the development and mining
methods employed in exploiting an orebody.
ships of the various workings is sometimes

The relationdi~ficult

to

grasp, especially in the case of widely separated development workings, and models have been very success£ully employed in sane instances to

clari~y

these relationships.

The work o~ Crane(53,54) is especially notable along these

(53} Crane, ~·

£!!.,

1907.

(54} Crane, ~·

£!l••

1917.

lines.

o~

Models

mining methods have the drawback of being

useru1 for only one, or at the most several, lectures, but
a series of models of mining and development methods, all
similarly constructed and to the same scale, can be arranged
into an attractive, worthwhile display.
An interesting use is made of models of mining methods

at the Michigan Institute of Mining and Technology,
Houghton, Michigan.

This is described by Sperr(55) who

w.,

(55) Sperr, F.
Discussion on Stoek, H. H., Mine models:
Am. Inst. Min. Met. Trans., vol. 58, P• 35, 1918.
outlines the method as

~ollows:

"Our uses for models are purely academic, and we have
found a particular way of using them most profitably.

At

first we thought that trips to the mines of which we had
models would be

a~ost

superfluous, but we soon discovered
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that in this we were much mistaken; we also found that
having the student view the model while we explained it to
h~

failed to increase the eificiency of our teaching as

much as we had anticipated that it would do.

Now, in ad-

dition to the viewing and explaining, we require the students to sketch and describe the methods

or

mining from the

models and take their sketches along on their underground
trip·s :for convenient reference, to help them understand
what is going on around them, above and below, when they are
in same particular part of the mine; in this way a great
deal o:f time is saved.

One can accomplish in a few hours

what might take several hours to cover without the sketches;
and in some cases, it might take years ior the whole cycle

o:f operations to take place.

This is why we require com-

prehensiveness above everything else in our models."
-·

This method might well be employed at any institution
at which visits to operating properties are a regular reature of the training, and

s~ilarly

other applications are

suggested where different teaching methods prevail.

For

example, at the Missouri School of' Mines, an experLmental
mine and quarry(56,5 7 ) is maintained where research and

c. R., MLning laboratory o:f the Missouri
School o:f Mines;. Mining and Scientific Press, vol. 124,
PP• 359-360, 1922.

(56) Forbes,

(57) Forrester, J. D., Exper~ental mine and quarries~ Min.
Cong. Jour., vol. 37, no. 7, PP• 45-47, 1951.
elementary

m~ing

laboratory work are carried on.

When
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certain problems, such as drilling and
studied at the
columns and

exper~ental m~e,

t~ber

t~bering,

are to be

models of the drill

sets might be observed, handled, and

assembled by the students 1n the classroom before carrying
out the actual exercise at the

m~e.

The use of models

should help speed up the work in the laboratory, as userul
tLme would not be spent acquainting the students with the
equipment to be used.
Another field, which can be represented success£ully in
models, is that of operating models of mining equipment and
installations.

These models might be successfully applied

also to problems of instruction, however, their construction
is generally more complex and difficult than the other types
of models, and their use is thereby restricted.
ating model of a coal sizing plant is shown

~

An operFigure 19,

and sLmilar operating models of a skip dump, aeria1 bucket.
tramway, and coal loader are in the model display at the
Missouri School of Mines.

Along this same line, operating

models of headframe and hoist installations, and also of
smaller pieces of mining equipment might be designed.
Sperr(58) mentions an attempt to show action in mining mod(58) Sparr, £2• ~., pp. 34-35.

els, with success having been attained in illustrating
caving action

beh~d

p1ate glass, however this writer £a11s

to see great possibilities ror models o£ this type.
Considering the various types of mode1s, and their
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applications to

the use

teaching~

or

models in instruction

seems justified by the results produced.
doubtrul if any but very

s~ple

However, it is

model construction solely

for lecture demonstration purposes can be justified.
and development methods, together with timbering

Mining

methods~

seem to present the widest fields for model representation.
and the most userul models for teaching purposes.
PERMANElf.r DISPLAYS OF MINE MODELS

The size of a permanent display of

m~ing

models will

be lLmited both by the amount of space available as display
room for models, and the number of models which are possessed by the school.

If more models are obtained than can

suitab1y be arranged and displayed in the available space,
some of the less useful models should be stored or presented to some organization, possibly another mining school,
which can make good use of them.
Available display space often must be shared between
mine models and samples of

actua~

mining equipment and

supplies; rock drills, drill steel, drill bits, dumrriy
blasting cap and explosive exhibits, and possibly even
larger pieces of

m~ing

equipment.

It is preferable,

1~

suf'ficient space is available, that the mining equipment
and models be separated.
mounted on display

boards~

The exhibits

or

equipment, ir

may often successfully be placed

on the walls above the models and thereby separated.

If
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Figure 21. Mode1 and equipment display roam. A view o~ the model and
equipment display at the Missouri
School o:f Mines :from the southeast.
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lack or space precludes separation of models and equipment,
simi1ar displays from each category should be arranged
with~

the major divisions suggested below.

The models and equipment should be grouped in some

derinite manner within the available display space.

An

area proportionate to the number and size of the models or
equipment in each division should be apportioned to that
group, with further breakdown into sub-divisions according
to the type of model within each major division.

A sug-

gested groupLng would allot specific areas to:
I. Petroleum Division
A. Petroleum Prospecting and Drilling
l.. Equipment and Supplies

2. Models
B. ·Petroleum Production
1. Equipment and Supplies
2. Models
II. Mining Division
A. Coal Mining
1. Equipment and Supplies
2. Models
a. Development, Mining, and
Methods
b. Mining Equipment
e. Processing Equipment
B. Metal Mining

T~bering
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1. Equipment and Supplies
2. tiodels

a. Models or Mines
b. Development, Mining, and

T~bering

Methods
c. Mining Equipment
d. Processing Equipment
The writer is aware of the fact that frequently, and
perhaps in the majority

or

cases, such a complete sub-

division of exhibits as that suggested is

entire~y

out of

the question as

~ew

by the school.

However, same separation of the exhibits

models and display items are possessed

into related divisions, perhaps merely the four major ones
listed above, will add

~easurably

to the value of the dis-

play.
Actual arrangement or the models within the alloted
space must be governed by the size and shape of the various
models, and the number of sides of the models which must be
kept clear for

view~g.

Certain models, like that shown in

Figure 3, should be kept away from walls oo they may be
viewed from all sides, while others, the model in Figure 13
for example, must be viewed from only one side.

This fac-

tor should be kept in mind when arranging models 1n a display.
Wall space within the display area should be utilized
fully, with flat models, such as that pictured 1n Figure 13,
attached permanently, or hung temporarily, on hooks on the
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wall.

Higher wall space may be used for pictures, which are

often available as advertisements from manufacture-r s or
mining companies.
Adequate labelling is an

~portant

feature of an ef-

fective display, and should not be neglected.

An appro-

priate sign should be prepared to designate the divisions
and sub-divisions of models md equipment within the display, and in addition each individual exhibit should be
fully labelled.

A title should be placed on each model,

indicating in a general \'lay what it represents, the scal.e
of the model should be shown, and labels and sketches explaining the model shoul.d be preparea for each exhibit.
Additional data which might be included are source and history of the model, construction details, and references to
articles in the literature which are related to the model.
Superfluous material should

def~itely

not be included in

the labels, merely to fill up space or for appearance sake,
but certain explanatory diagrams and text should be included
with each exhibit.
Labels and d1agr8mmatic sketches explaining each model may be incorporated into the model during its construction, or added later by placing them in protective
on the outside of the model..

fr~es

Adequate space is usually

present smaewhere about the model for the necessary labels.
For example, the

mode~

shown in Figure 11 contains ampl.e

space to the right above and below the

t~bered

excavation
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~or

inclusion of all necessary lab.e lling material.

An additional argument in ravor or adequate labelling
built directly into the model during its construction, is
the !'act that with the passing of' years, and with it the
passing of' builders or purchasers of' models, the original
purpose and intent of the models is lost, as is operationa1
data in the case or operating models, and the models became
virtually useless.

This situation can be avoided if the

models are originally labelled with all of' the data necessary on

c~nstruction,

intended use, and operation.

The scale of' each model in the exhibit should be indicated in some manner, not necessarily the

f~iliar

graphic

scale or words and figures, but possibly through some
object thoroughly familiar to anyone likely to view the
model.

A figure of a man built as a part of' the model

would serve admirably in this regard.

Care should be ex-

ercised, however, to avoid misleading scale indications.
By this is meant such indications as track gauge, as many
persons are not

f~1 iliar

with the narrow gauge track em-

ployed in most underground mining operations, and con!'usion
of this with standard railroad gauge would lead to a gross
misjudgement in the scale of the model.
Adequate lighting is a necessary !'eature of any good
display, and should certainly not be neglected in an exhibit of models.

Fluorescent or incandescent 11ght1ng 1

suf£ic1ently strong so that the back portions of detailed
models are adequately lighted, should be provided.

In
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addition to this lighting, same mining and development models built to large scale may lend themselves to the inclusion or lighting directly in the models.
The scope

o~

a model display will be governed chie:fl.y

by the models which are possessed by the school, or which
they may acquire.

The scope o£ the display may

de£~itel.y

be de£1ned to some extent, however, by a building program
like that mentioned below.

The types o£ models which might

be constructed are discussed in the preceeding sections on
Models

o~

Mines,

Min~g

els to Instruction.

Models, and the Application or Mod-

Any, and all, or these models presum-

ably may be included in a model display, and, naturally.
the inclusion of more types or models will lead to a more
complete display.

The writer believes that the most va1-

uable group of models which can be assembled is one illustrating operations and practices in mines which may be
visited by members of the student body.

These Will gen-

erally be those operations which are located close to the
mining school.
BUILDING OF MINE MODELS

A planned program of model construction should be outlined by the school, i£ it is at all possible, so that a
uni£ied collection or models will be built up.
lection should embrace new models constructed

This col~or

display,

and be integrated with the models already possessed by the
schoo1.

The aim or such a program might be the construction
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or

a group or models illustrating methods or

t~bering

em-

ployed in underground metal mines, models showing .the ore
mining practices used in a speciric mining district, or the
development workings ror a series o£ mining methods.

How-

ever, the end towards which the building program will be
directed is the construction of a group of related models,
each of which will be a de£in1te addition to a model display, and each or which will be userul for instruction purposes.
A convenient scale, or possibly a series oi.' scales,
should be chosen, and all new models constructed to this
scale or scales.

This will aid anyone viewLng the models,

as the magnitude of the operations portrayed 1n the various
models may be compared.

A model built to an especially

large scale may be necessary to illustrate a particular
i.'eature, piece of equipment, or
retaining

s~ilar

t~bering

practice, but

scales for a group of mining and develop-

ment models will add greatly to the use1'u1ness of a display
oi.' these models.

convenient scales which might be adopted for construction of models of ore mining and development practices,
are 1:50, and 1:100, which would correspond roughly to the
two popular model railroad gauges, "O" (1/4" to 1 1 , or
1:48), and "HO" (1/8" to 1', or 1:96).

Adoption of these

scales would make available a large number of prepared
parts and supplies which are stocked for the model railroad
hobby.

Scaled figures are readily available in these two

-sosizes, and these would be useful for the representation of
miners, and as overall scale indications for the models.

In

addition, numerous cast parts, for.med wooden beam shapes,
and die-cut wood and metal parts would be made available ror
use in model construction.
Models constructed to the same scale, or scales, would
be chosen by the writer in prererence to models built to
the same general size.

While possibly more pleasing to the

eye, and more easily arranged in a display, no direct comparison is possible with models constructed to a variety o£
different scales, and commercial model supplies could not be
adapted to the series o£ models.
The construction of a group of models built to the
same scale may be facilitated by the construction of a
series of wooden, sand, or clay molds for the casting of
metal parts for the models.

Figures of miners, models of

machinery such as drifters, stopers, pumps, and possibly
even more elaborate pieces of equipment, might be prepared
for the entire series of models in this manner.

Samples of

actual ore and waste materiai orten may profitably be included in a model of a speciric mining operation or type of
operation.

These rock samples may be procured frequently

from mining schools adjacent to the operations depicted.
Ideas and plans for models which might be built may be
obtained from photographs or

draw~gs

contained in the nu-

merous articles cited 1n the bibliography of this paper,
from models exhibited at museums,

exposition~

or educational
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institutions, and

~rom

the scaling down

or

d~ensioned

drawings of actual mining operations, and of mining and
development methods.

Models

or

copper mining practice

pictured by Crane(59) and Norrie, and Pett1jobn(60) are
(59) Crane,

~·

cit., 1921.

(60) Norrie, J. P., and Pettijohn, W9 T., An outline

or

underground operations at Mu~lira Copper Mines Ltd.:
Inst. Min. Met. Bull., no. 517, Plates I, II, III,
and V, 1949.

examples of pictures and dimensioned drawings which might
be used in this manner.
The most

use~ul

models which can be constructed £or

a school are those of' mining operations situated close to
the institution.

These may be used as outlined by Sparr

(see page 69), or merely employed to indicate general practices in a speci£ic mining district.

Virtually all mining

institutions are located near a major mining district, and
students fran the school visit the mines of the district ·at
some time during their college careers.

Models, used 1n

con june ti on w1 th maps, photographs, and drawings may be employed to acquaint the students with what they will see,
be£ore inspection trips are conducted.
A major drawback to the expenditure o£

e~fort

towards

the construction to models, is the limited usage to which
they may be put in the classroom,

notwithstand~g

their

proved benef'its there, and the relatively infrequent use
they will receive even

~or

observation in a permanent
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display.

A short tour or the display room, with some

explanation o£ the exhibits, may be included in a basic
mining course, and the exhibits will be thoroughly inspected by visitors to the school, but the models will not
receive the daily use which might be considered necessary
ror such an expensive piece

o~

equipment.

I£ the in£re-

quent instructional usage, and the good impression conveyed
to visitors by the model display are considered adequate
reasons for the building up or an extensive mode1 co1lection, it is hoped that the remarks which have been ·
presented in this paper will be of assistance in building
and using such a collection.
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

Models can be a definite aid in instruction at in-

stitutions offering courses in Mining Engineering.

2.

The presentation of data Ln three dimensions,

which ·is especially

~portant

in the education of the

mining engineer, is the principal advantage presented by
models.
3.

The high cost of mine models demands their util.i-

zation in permanent displays in conjunction with the use of
the models for classroom
4.

~struetion.

Development and mining methods are the subjects

most usefully portrayed by models.

s.

Displays of mining models and equipment should be

grouped according to some definite system.
6.

Models in displays should be adequately labelled

and lighted.
7.

The scale of model.s in a display should be in- ·

dicated in some appropriate manner.
a.

Models of properties which may be visited by the

students are especially helprul
9.

~or

instruction.

The scope of a model display will be governed by

the model.s which are acquired or built, and may be controlled and directed by a planned model construction
program.
10.
and 1:100.

Suggested scales for model construction are 1:50,
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11.

Models will be most

use~ul

if they are constructed

to the same scale, or to one of a series
12.

or

similar scales.

Ideas and plans for model construction may be

obtained from inspection of existing models, and rram
published material.

-asSUMMARY

Most institutions orrering courses in Mining Engineering possess collections o1· mining models which are displayed and utilized ror teaching purposes.
may be

classi~ied

as:

These models

(1) models of mines which are used

to depict actual mining operations; and (2) mine or mining
models, a class embracing all of the other types of models.
Models of mines are used often as working models in
connection with operating properties.
are:

The principal types

(a) sheet or plate models, in which levels or sec-

tions in the mine are represented by parallel, proportionately spaced sheets;

(b) solid models with the mine exca-

vations shown either as voids, or built up with solid
material;

(c) drill hole or peg models; and (d) composite

models consisting

or

some combination

or

the foregoing ·

types.
Mining models commonly are constructed to demonstrate
timbering methods; to illustrate development or mining methods; and to depict mdne equipment and installations.

The

uses for mining models are derinitely limited, and consequently such models are constructed only for specific
purposes.
Models may be obtained from several sources.

They

may be built by students, constructed in a school or department workshop, professionally assembled, or built for
advertising purposes or as toys.

In addition, models
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constructed for expositions may be acquired

~or

a school

collection in same cases.
Mining models have £our principal uses:
working models at operatLng properties,

~or

{1) as
guiding devel-

opment work, tracing geological structures, and illustrating
the mine;

(2) as court exhibits in lawsuits; (3) as exhibits

£or expositions and museums; and (4) as aids in teaching and
~or

permanent display at institutions offering courses in

Mining Engineering.
Models are o£ particular use in Mining Engineering
education as they present data in three dimensions, and help
to train the young engineer to visualize in this manner.
Because of their high cost, models must invariably be used
in a permanent display as well as for teaching.

Mining and

development methods are the subjects best portrayed by
models, and such models often may be used in conjunction
with visits to operating properties.
A series of models built to the same scale, or to a
number of related scales, will be the most use£u1 for
teaching and for permanent displays.

Suggested scales for

construction of such a series of models are 1:50, and 1:100.
Displays of models should be grouped according to a
definite system, and, if possible, separated fram exhibits
of actual mining equipment.

Each of the models in the dis-

play should be adequately labelled, and the entire display
should be suitably lighted.

The scope of the model display
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may be outlined by a planned model building program initiated by the school.
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